Our long-term goals are to understand — to an extent that allows quantitative prediction — important interactions among acoustic propagation, marine organisms, particles (including sediments), solutes and moving fluids. The reason for these goals is to allow us to solve interesting forward and inverse problems in the marine environment.

OBJECTIVES

The primary objectives of our current research are to develop a predictive understanding of emergence by coastal macrofauna in one region. By emergence we mean leaving the seabed to become part of the plankton or nekton, which typically occurs at night. In high-frequency acoustic records, this emergence appears as a “shallow scattering layer” that typically leaves the seabed after dusk and returns before dawn. Emergence and re-entry (return to the seabed) in shallow water appear to represent an evolutionary solution that avoids visual predation analogously with oceanic “deep scattering layers.” In the coastal zone, the water is simply too shallow to provide a holoplanktonic solution.

The region selected for this work is midcoast Maine in the vicinity of the Darling Marine Center, which is located on the lower Damariscotta River and the northwest Atlantic coastal zone more generally. Coastal emergence behaviors appear to differ substantially to the south (Jumars 2007). The region was chosen for its diversity of estuarine and coastal environments, including a range of optical properties in river and coastal waters. We emphasize that the Damariscotta River estuary likely is more representative of coastal waters than of an estuary because of its limited freshwater input. It is most accurate to think of it as a shallow fjord.

An additional objective that evolved from earlier work with Larry Mayer of the University of Maine and Bernie Boudreau of Dalhousie University is to develop a mechanics-based understanding of burrowing in sediments. Before we chose this objective, no models or measurements of forces or work of burrowing parameterized the relevant physical properties of sediments. Its acoustic relevance has become clearer after we identified crack propagation as the general means of burrowing in muds (Dorgan et al. 2006); flaw detection by acoustic means is a common industrial approach that may now become useful in assessing acoustic properties of muds.
APPREACH

Our work relies primarily on measurements with two TAPS-6 (Tracor Acoustic Profiling System with six frequencies) instruments. We operate them in cabled mode at their maximum spatial resolution of 12.5 cm and maximum data rate of one profile per minute. The usual orientation has been up-looking from a bottom-mounted frame. The height of TAPS (70 cm) and near-field problems have limited our observations to the water column > 2 m from the seabed. This approach limits us to sites with cabled power and data communications.

The final focus of our TAPS work was to observe events as near to the seabed as we could, while placing them in the context of our prior, up-looking records of emergence. We did so by mounting two TAPS on closely spaced tripods, one looking up and one looking down. Our primary activity for FY07, however, was to continue the publication process with data collected as Mei Sato’s M.S. thesis (Sato 2006) and Kelly Dorgan’s Ph.D. dissertation (Dorgan, in preparation).

We also continued our efforts to place our work in a broader regional context. We added another field effort at MVCO (Martha’s Vineyard Coastal Observatory) during September 2007 to our records for September 2005. We also took emergence trap samples at MVCO. In addition we reviewed the world literature on mysid emergence over continental shelves, with particular attention to Neomysis americana, the dominant species in our system.

Kelly Dorgan, a Ph.D. candidate, led our principal effort this year with burrowing. She completed the first analysis of burrowing forces that explicitly parameterizes and measures the relevant mechanical properties of mud. She also produced a range of transparent materials made of different organic polymers that systematically vary the mechanical properties of mud that control the forces needed to burrow, i.e., Young’s modulus and the critical stress intensity factor.

WORK COMPLETED

We obtained two, multiple-week data series in the Damariscotta estuary with the combined up- and down-looking TAPS. We recorded data with one TAPS from MVCO for several weeks in September 2007, but as of this writing have not recovered the instrument. Nor have we done the QAQC needed to tell whether the data are reliable. Using photoelastic stress analysis and quantitative videography, Kelly Dorgan documented differences in polychaete worm burrowing behavior in materials of varying elasticity and fracture toughness.

RESULTS

Our up- and down-looking TAPS data showed distinct seasonal changes in migration behaviors of mysids, shifting from nocturnal in summer to semidiurnal tidal in fall (Sato and Jumars, in review). Our prior work has shown in work in Puget Sound (Kringel et al. 2003) as well as in the Damariscotta River estuary (Taylor et al. 2005) that emerging mysids — in total, vertically integrated biovolume — exceed holoplankton by an order of magnitude. The down-looking TAPS data show that we have seriously underestimated the biovolume of mysids, at least for the Damariscotta River estuary, because the majority at any one time stay in the lowermost meter of the water column even during the largest emergence events. This observation has particular relevance to mine hunting and identification.
The observations from MVCO in 2005 showed clear nocturnal emergence of mysids. That result was expected from previously published work (reviewed by Jumars 2007). Emergence traps in 2007, however, were filled with what appear to be ampeliscid amphipods that divers also reported to be in breeding aggregations (clasped postures) daily in surface waters during mid afternoons. We are eager to see our TAPS acoustic records for comparison with these diver observations.

In the first analysis of worm mechanics that explicitly used the relevant mechanical properties of the burrowing medium, we found that prior estimates of burrowing forces were grossly exaggerated due to poor understanding of the mechanics of burrowing and artifacts of the methods used (Dorgan et al. 2007). Worms showed clear differences in behavior in materials of varying elasticities and fracture toughnesses. In stiffer materials worms widened their cracks to reduce elastic forces on their bodies. In tougher materials worms expanded their bodies to make bigger wedges (Dorgan, in preparation).

IMPACT/APPLICATIONS

Knowing where and when high-abundance emergence events occur is important with respect to the environment for use of active acoustics for mine detection and identification. Thus an understanding that allows prediction of timing and geographic location of emergence events is useful for this naval application. Emergence also appears to be closely associated with importance of mysids in fisheries food webs. The most abundant mysids on continental shelves are those that actively emerge, and that emergence is clearly associated with their encounter with, and consumption by, both benthic and pelagic fishes (Jumars 2007). They have been omitted from many model food webs despite their frequent dominance of nocturnal micronektonic and total pelagic biomass.

By better understanding the mechanics of burrowing, we are steadily increasing our ability to specify realistic rules for behavior of burrowers as well as the stratigraphic and biogeochemical consequences of burrowing events. These pieces of information are needed to formulate automaton models (e.g., Boudreau et al. 2001; Choi et al. 2002) that are sorely needed to replace seriously flawed diffusion models of bioturbation (Meysman et al. 2003). Our new understanding also suggests that the earliest burrowers may have operated in sands, where granular mechanics makes shallow burrowing comparatively easy (Jumars et al. 2006). We expect this new knowledge to lead to better understanding of how animals influence mechanical properties of sediments, with applications to areas such as mine burial and shore trafficability.
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